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We present polynomial-time algorithms for the uniform word problem and for 
the generator problem for lattices. The algorithms are derived from novel. proof- 
theoretic approaches. We prove that both problems are log-space complete for P, 
but can be solved in deterministic logarithmic space in the case of free lattices, We 
also show that the more general problem of testing whether a given open sentence 
is true in all lattices is co-NP complete. ( 1988 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a class of algebraic structures. The uniform word problem for 
X is the following: given a finite set E of equations and an equation e, = e2 
(over some set of constants), determine if every member of Xwhich satisfies 
E also satisfies e, = e2. 
Word problems have been the object of extensive study (see Evans, 1978, 
for a survey). The main question is whether the word problem for a 
particular class X is decidable. Markov (1947) and Post (1947) proved 
the undecidability of the word problem for semigroups, i.e., the class of 
algebraic structures with a binary operation satisfying the associatiuity law, 
.x. (J’ . ;) = (X . ~3) ‘1. A celebrated result is the undecidability of the word 
problem for groups (Novikov, 1958). Word problems that have been shown 
to be decidable include the word problem for commutative semigroups (cf. 
Mayr and Meyer, 1982) and the word problem for lattices (Evans, 1951; 
McKinsey, 1943 ). 
In this paper we study the uniform word problem for lattices. A lattice is 
a structure with two binary operations +, ., satisfying the following laws: 
associativity: (.u..1’).3=x.(?‘.,), (x+y)+z=.K+(J’+-) 
commutativity: x J’ = y . x, .K + ?’ = J’ + .K 
idempotence : .K..K=.K, .u+.u=s 
absorption: .K+(X.J’)=.K, .K.(X+?‘)=.K. 
Lattices are among the simplest algebraic structures, and occur abundantly 
in mathematics and computer science (cf. Birkhoff, 1967; Bloniarz et ul., 
1984; Hunt et ul., 1984). The uniform word problem for lattices occurs in 
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disguised form as an implication problem in the context of database depen- 
dency theory (Cosmadakis et al., 1985; Cosmadakis, 1985). 
For decidable word problems, a natural question is to characterize the 
amount of computational resources they require. For instance, the word 
problem for commutative semigroups has been shown to require exponen- 
tial space (Mayr and Meyer, 1982). Also, the complexity of word problems 
for various specific lattices has been investigated in (Bloniarz et al., 1985; 
Hunt et al., 1984). One of their results is that the particular case where 
E= 0 (i.e., the word problem forfree lattices) can be solved in polynomial 
time (Hunt et al., 1984). This algorithm is based on a proof system 
developed by Whitman (1941). 
Previous decision procedures for the uniform word problem for lattices 
were based on model-theoretic approaches (Evans, 1951; McKinsay, 1943) 
and can be seen to require nondeterministic exponential time. In contrast, 
our approach is proof-theoretic, and leads to a polynomial-time algorithm 
(Section 3): We develop a complete proof system for implication of 
equations (Theorem 1). This proof system generalizes Whitman’s proof 
system. Its key technical property is that proofs can be restricted to men- 
tion only terms appearing in the given set E of equations and in the 
equation e, = e, to be derived (Lemmas 3 and 4). A proof system with this 
property was used by Kozen to provide a polynomial-time algorithm for 
the uniform word problem for finitely presented algebras (Kozen, 1977). 
The generator problem for a class X of algebraic structures is the 
following: given a finite set E of equations, a set of terms g,, . . . . g,, and a 
term e (over some set of constants), determine if, in every member of X 
which satisfies E, e is an element of the substructure generated by g,, . . . . g, 
(cf. Kozen, 1977; Jones and Laaser, 1977). In Section 4 we develop a proof- 
theoretic approach to the generator problem for lattices (Theorem 3) 
which leads to a polynomial-time algorithm. No decision procedure for the 
problem was previously known. A similar approach was used by Kozen 
(1974) to develop a polynomial-time algorithm for the generator problem 
for finitely presented algebras. 
In Section 5 we study some complexity issues. We show that, in fact, the 
uniform word problem for lattices is log-space complete for P (Hopcroft 
and Ullman, 1979; Jones and Laaser, 1977). This provides a precise charac- 
terization of the complexity of the problem (wrto log-space reductions). We 
improve the result of Hunt et al. (1984) for the case E = 0, by showing 
that it can be solved with logarithmic space. Analogous results are shown 
for the generator problem. Finally, we examine the more general problem 
of testing whether a given open sentence is true in all lattices. A decision 
procedure for this problem was given in (McKinsey, 1943); this procedure 
tries to find a counterexample to the given sentence by looking at all finite 
lattices of size at most exponential in the size of the sentence. We give an 
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alternative algorithm (based on our algorithm for the uniform word 
problem) which runs in nondeterministic polynomial time. We also prove 
that the problem is co-NP complete (Garey and Johnson, 1979; Hopcroft 
and Ullman, 1979). 
Section 5 lists some open decidability questions about various 
generalizations of the problems studied in this paper. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND BACKGROUND 
A lattice is a set L with two binary operations +, . satisfying the 
following axioms: 
LA Axioms 
associativity : (x.y).z=.x.(y~z), (x+y)+z=x+(y+z) 
commutativity: x.y=y.x, x+y=y+x 
idempotence : x.x=x, x+x=x 
absorption: x + (x . y) = x, x (x + y) =x. 
A lattice can be viewed as a partially ordered set, by defining x < y iff 
x + y = y (equivalently, I< y iff x. y = x). With respect to this partial 
order, x-t- y is the least upper bound of x, y, and x. y is the greatest lower 
bound of X, y. 
Let S! be a countably infinite set of symbols. The set of terms over 02, 
I+‘(%!), is the set of all expressions which are formed using the (uninter- 
preted) binary operators + , ., and symbols from 02 as operands. Formally, 
IV(@) is defined inductively as follows: 
1. If o! is in %, then c( is in W(q). 
2. If p, q are in IV(%), then (p+q), (p.q) are in IV(@). 
An equation (inequality) is a formula of the form e, = e, (e, de,), where 
e,, e, are terms over &. 
Equations and inequalities can be interpreted in lattices as follows: 
Given a lattice L, a valuation is a function CL: % + L. A valuation can be 
extended to W(q) by defining P(P+~)=P(P)+P(~), P(P.~)=P(P).P(~) 
(note that in these equalities + , . are uninterpreted operators in the left- 
hand side, whereas in the right-hand side they denote the operation in L). 
A lattice L satisfies an equation (inequality) e, = e2 (e, <ez) under a 
valuation p (notation: L kUe,=e,, or L k,e,<e2), iff p(el)=p(ez) 
(p(e,) <p(eZ)). If E is a set of equations and inequalities, we say that L 
satislies E under p (notation: L l= ~ E) iff L satisfies every member of E 
under p. 
Observe that L +,,, e, = ez iff L bP e, <e, and L /=,, e, < e,. Also, 
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L~,e,~e,iffL~:,e,+e,=e*(equivalently,L~~e,.e:=e,.Thus,sets 
of equations are logically equivalent to sets of inequalities, and vice versa. 
We are now ready to define word problems for lattices. Let E be a given 
set of equations, and e, = e2 an equation. We say that E (finitely) implies 
e, =e2 (notation: E ken e, =e,, E + e, =e,) iff for every (finite) lattice L 
and valuation p such that L /=P E, we have L k,l e, = e2. 
An important special case is E = a. We say that an equation e, = e, is a 
(fhite) identity (notation: + fin e, = e,, b e, =e2) iff for every (finite) 
lattice L and valuation p we have L k ,’ e, = e2. 
The unijbrm M’ord problem for lattices is the language 
WP=j(E,e,=e,): Eisfinite, Eke,=e?j. 
The uniform Mlord problem for finite lattices is the language 
WP,, = ((E, e) = ez): E is finite, E kfin e, = e,]. 
The identity problem for lattices is the language 
D=(e,=e,: /= e,=e,}. 
The identity problem for finite lattices is the language 
EDfin= (eI =e,: kfin e, =e,}. 
Since lattices are characterized by the LA axioms, the problems WP, D 
can be viewed as implication problems for first-order sentences, so they are 
both r.e. (Enderton, 1972). Also, WP,,, D,, are both co-r.e., since finite 
counterexamples can disprove all non-valid implications. 
FACT (McKinsey, 1943; Dean, 1956). WP = WP,,, II3r = D,,. 
It follows that WP, WP,,, D, D,, are all decidable. In fact, the proofs of 
WP = WP,, and D = D,, show that non-valid implications have finite 
counterexamples of at most exponential size, so they lead to non- 
deterministic exponential time algorithms. Moreover, D has been shown to 
be in polynomial time (Hunt et al., 1984). 
We refer the reader to (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979; Garey and Johnson, 
1979) for basic background in complexity theory (polynomial time, 
logarithmic space, nondeterminism, completeness). 
3. THE UNIFORM WORD PROBLEM 
The main result of this section is a po!vnomial-time algorithm for the 
uniform word problem for lattices. We obtain this algorithm by analyzing 
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proofs in a complete proof system for + (Subsection 3.1). This proof system 
generalizes Whitman’s (1941) proof system for identities. The main tool for 
the completeness proof is a construction of an equationally presented lattice, 
which generalizes Whitman’s construction of a free lattice (Whitman, 
1941): given a set E of equations, we construct a lattice FI, such that the 
only equations satisfied in FI, are these implied by E. 
3.1. A Proof System 
Let E be a set of equations over a set of symbols %Y. We say that e, d e2 
can be proved from E (notation: Et- e, < ez) if it can be derived using the 
following rules. Here p, q, s are terms over “2, and +, . are meant as unin- 
terpreted operations on terms, which return another term: 
LA rules. 
1. cc<ci, c( in %; 
2. if p<s andq<s then p+q<s; 
3. if p<s or qbs then p.q<s; 
4. if sdp ands<q then s<p.q; 
5. if s d p or s d q then s < p + q; 
6. if pds unds<q then pdq; 
7. if p=q is in E then pdq, q<p. 
It is easy to see that this proof system is sound, i.e., if E + e, 6 e2 then 
E k e, 6 e,. The main result of this subsection is that it is also complete, 
i.e., if E + e, <e2 then E+-e, 6e,. 
Remark 1. In the case E = 0, a sound and complete proof system need 
only include LA rules 1 through 5; this is Whitman’s proof system for iden- 
tities (Whitman, 1941; Crawley et al., 1973). As a matter of fact, in this case 
the proof system gives us immediately a polynomial-time algorithm to 
recognize identities: observe that a proof of e, < e, from LA rules l-5 need 
only involve subterms of ei and e2. There is only a linear number of such 
subterms. Now apply the live rules repeatedly to derive inequalities 
between these subterms, until no new inequality can be derived. This is a 
polynomial-time process. 
We will now describe a construction which lies at the heart of our com- 
pleteness proof (and is also interesting in its own right): We will construct 
a lattice FL, and a valuation p: %’ --) FL, such that FL, k!, e, Ge2 iff 
E + e, be,. 
Suppose L is a set with two binary operations +, . (not necessarily a lat- 
tice): an equivalence relation R on L is a congruence iff, for any elements 
-YI 1 x2, y,, y, of L such that x, Rx,, J’~ RL)~, we have x, + ?‘I Rx,+ y2, 
x, . y, R-u,. yvz. 
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Let L/R = {[x] R: x in L) be the set of equivalence classes of L with 
respect to R. We can define +, on L/R by C-~lR+blR=[~+~lR~ 
[xlR . [,v] R = [x . ylR : these operations are well defined because R is a 
congruence. 
The lattice FL, will be constructed using various binary relations (some 
of them congruences) on IV(%). These relation are &, =id, -Hi, dE, 
and =E. 
I. Define &, (identically less-than-or-equal) inductively as follows: 
1. c( & a, a in “&. 
2. if p~,d~andq~,,s then p+q&,.s. 
3. if p <<id s or q did s then p . q &, s. 
4. if s &, p and s <id q then s &, p . q. 
5. if s <id p or s did q then s <id p + q. 
The relation ~<id is reflexive and transitive (Crawley and Dilworth, 1973; 
Whitman, 1941). Also if p, did q,, p2 <id q2, then p, + p2 did q1 +q2, 
pI pz cid q, -qr (Crawley and Dilworth, 1973; Whitman, 1941). 
II. Define =id as: p =,d q iff p &, q and q <,,, p. The relation =id is an 
equivalence relation, and in particular it is a congruence: i.e., if PI =id ql, 
p2=id q2, then PI+ p2=id q1 +q2 and pl. p2ztd q1 .q2. So let [p],d denote 
the equivalence class of p with respect to =id, FL is the set of equivalence 
classes of zid with tW0 operations +, .: [p]id + [q]id = [p + q]id, 
[PIid ’ [‘?l,d= IIP’qIid. 
LEMMA 1 (Crawley and Dilworth, 1973; Whitman, 1941). a. FL is a 
lattice. 
b. e, =,de2 iff b e, =e2. 
This lemma is one of the basic facts from lattice theory, and provides us 
with a sound and complete proof system for identities (cf. Remark 1). The 
lattice FL is called the free lattice on a. 
III. We now wish to capture the effect of the equations in E. Define 
relation wE on W(&) as follows: p -++E q iff there is a sequence sO, . . . . s, 
of terms, n>O, such that s0 = p, s,,=q, and for i=O, . . . . n - 1, si+ , is 
obtained by an E-substitution on si. A E-substitution on term si is a 
replacement of an occurrence of a subterm z of si by term v, where z = u or 
v = z is in E. 
It is clear that -Hi is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. Thus it is an 
equivalence relation. One can also easily see that if p , ---tt E q, , p2 --Ham 42, 
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then P, +p2 -Eql +q2, p, .pz -HEq, .qr. Therefore, -Hi is a con- 
gruence. 
IV. Our fourth step is to combine < ,td and eE. Define <&. as the sum 
of &I, +E: p <E q iff there is a sequence of terms sO, . . . . s,, n > 0, such 
that p=s,, s,=q, and for i=O ,..., n-1, .Y~&,s~+~ or s,++~s,+~. 
It is easy to see that cE is reflexive and transitive. Also if p, &q,, 
pzdEq2, then pI +p2GEq, +q2, pl .p2GEq, .q2, because both & and 
-Hi have this property; this argument is well known from universal 
algebra (Gratzer, 1979). 
V. Define =E as follows: p =Eq iff pGEq and q fE p. From its 
definition and the properties of Go-, it follows that: the relation =E is an 
equivalence relation and a congruence. Since =E is a congruence, the 
operations +, are well defined on the equivalence classes of =E. If p is a 
term let [plE denote its equivalence class in =E. Let FL, be the set of 
equivalence classes of =E, with the operations [plE + [qlE = [p + qlE and 
cPlE.cslE= CP.41E. 
LEMMA 2. FL, is a lattice. 
Proof. Just check the LA axioms from Section 2: e.g., [p] E + [plE = 
[p+pls= [IpIE, because p+~=~~p (Lemma la), and therefore 
p + p =E p. In general if p =id q then p =E q, and this makes the check of 
LA straightforward, given that FL is a lattice (Crawley and Dilworth, 
1973; Whitman, 1941). 1 
Two terms p, q denote the same element of FL,, i.e., [plE= [qlE, iff 
p =E q. Moreover, [plE f [q JE in FL, (where < is the natural partial 
order of FL,, cf. Section 2) iff [pJt = [plE.[qIE, i.e., iff ~‘~p.4. It is 
easy to see that this is equivalent to p~~q. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this subsection. 
THEOREM 1. The ,following are equivalent: 
(a) Ece, <e,. 
(b) E + e, dez. 
(~1 FL, k{,e, de,, where p(a)= [alE, a in %X!. 
(d) e, GE e2. 
ProoS. (a)*(b) Straightforward induction on the number of 
applications of LA rules. 
(b)*(c) Observe that p(p)= [pIE, for p in W(e). Thus, 
FL, /= ~ p = q iff [plE = [q]E, i.e., iff p =E q. Now FL, + ~ E, because if 
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p = q is an equation in E, then clearly p =E q. Therefore, since E /= e, ,< e2 
we have FL, k/1 e, dez. 
(c)*(d) We have FL, b, p< q iff [plE< [q16 in FL,, i.e., iff 
P&q. 
(d) 2 (a) This follows easily from the definition of de. The details 
are left to the reader. 1 
3.2. A Polynomial-Time Algorithm 
In the previous subsection we provided a sound and complete proof 
system for implication of equations (Theorem 1). We will show that a 
proof of e, < e2 using the LA rules need only involve subterms of e,, e2, 
and of the terms appearing in E. This is no longer straightforward (as in 
Remark 1 in Subsection 3.1, where E = Qj), and it is shown by a rather 
delicate analysis of proofs. A direct consequence of this fact is that the 
uniform word problem for lattices can be solved in polynomial time (cf. 
Remark 1). 
Let V be the set of subterms of e,, ez and of the terms appearing in E. 
We construct a set r of directed arcs over V, using the following algorithm: 
ALG 
begin 
r+Ql 
repeat until no new arcs are added 
1. Add (CI, CI), C(E I’ 
2. if (p,s)Erand (q,s)Erand p+qsV 
then add (p + q, s) to r 
3. if (p,.r)Eror (q,s)Er, and p.qE V 
then add (p.q, s) to r 
4. if (s, p)Erand (s, q)Erand p.qE V 
then add (s, p . q) to r 
5. if (s, p)Eror (s,q)Er, and p+qE V 
then add (s, p + q) to r 
6. if (p, s)~r and (s, q)E r 
then add (p, q) to r 
7. if p= q is in E 
then add (p, q) and (q, p) to r 
end 
end 
Observe that steps l-7 in the above algorithm correspond to the LA 
rules 1-7, restricted to the set of subterms of e,, e,, and of the terms in E. 
Claim. For i-defined by ALG and p,qE V, EF--pdq iff (p,q)EK 
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Clearly, proving this claim will demonstrate that testing if E I- e, d e, 
can be done in polynomial time. Because, to test if E I-e, de,, construct 
the digraph (V, r) and see if it has an arc from e, to e2. If the size of the 
input (E, e,, ez) is n, then the size of V is O(n), and the size of r is O(n*). 
Thus the main loop of ALG is executed at most O(n’) times, and clearly 
each execution takes polynomial time. 
To prove the claim, we develop an alternative characterization of 
E F- e, 6 eZ, by means of rewrite rules (Huet and Oppen, 1980). 
RR Rufes. Take the union, over all pairs of terms X, y over ?/, of the 
following rules : 
1. X + x --tf .Y 
2. I. y + x 
3. y.x-Hx 
4. x+x.x 
5. x+x+y 
6. x -++ y + x 
7. z + u, where Z= u or U=Z is in E. 
We say that p + q, when q is obtained from p by replacing an 
occurrence of a subterm s of p, which is the right-hand side of a rule 
s 4 s, in RR, by the term s,, which is the left-hand side of this rule. 
We say that term p can be rewritten by RR as term q (notation: 
p + RR q), if there is a sequence of terms sO, . . . . s,, n > 0, such that p = sg, 
s,=q,andfori=O ,..., n-l wehavesi-++Si+,. 
Note that eRR is the reflexive, transitive closure of --H on W(%). 
Similarly, eE (defined in the previous subsection) is the reflexive, 
transitive closure of --)r) restricted to rules of type 7. Also note that in the 
RR rules of types 5 and 6 the right-hand side has a subterm y, which does 
not appear in the left-hand side. 
We now show that the relation “RR characterizes provability by the 
LA rules. 
LEMMA 3. E+p<q iff p -HRRq. 
Proof: Clearly, if p “RR q, then E + p d q, so by Theorem 1 we have 
E +- p < q. An easy induction shows that, if p d q can be proved using the 
LA rules, then p can be rewritten by RR as q, using rules l-7. To see this 
consider: 
LA Rule 1. Trivial. 
LA Rule 2. If p and q can be rewritten by RR as s, then p + q can be 
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rewritten by RR as s + S, and s + s can be rewritten by an RR rule of type 1 
as s. 
LA Rule 3. If p or q can be rewritten by RR as S, then by RR rules of 
type 2, 3, p . q can be rewritten as p or q, and then rewritten as s. 
LA Rule 4. If s can be rewritten by RR as p and q, then by an RR rule 
of type 4, s can be rewritten as s .s, and then rewritten as p .q. 
LA Rule 5. If s can be rewritten by RR as p or q, then by also using 
RR rules of type 5, 6, s can be rewritten to p + q. 
LA Rule 6. Trivial. 
LA Rule 7. Trivial. 1 
We now prove the crucial fact about ++RR. Our previous claim follows 
from this result by Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let r be defined by ALG and p, q E V. Then p “RR q i&f 
(Pt q)Er. 
Proof: It is straightforward to see that every arc added by ALG 
corresponds to a sound inference. Thus if (p, q) E r then E /= p d q, and by 
Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 we have p ++RR q. 
We wish to show: for p,qE V, if p -wRRq then (p,q)EK If p wRR q 
then there is a sequence of terms sO, . . . . s,~, n 3 0, such that p =sO, s, = q, 
and for i = 0, . . . . n-l we have si++si+,. We call this a rewrite sequence 
for P++RRq. Now we define a relation < on pairs of terms: (p, , q, ) < 
(p2,q2) iff ~1 ++RR 41, ~2 *RR 92, and either 
(i) the shortest rewrite sequence for p, ++RR q, is shorter than the 
shortest rewrite sequence for pz -RR q2, or 
(ii) the shortest rewrite sequences for p1 -wRR q,, p2 -wRR q2 have 
the same length, and p, is a proper subterm of pz, q, is a proper subterm 
of 42. 
Clearly < is a well-founded partial order (no infinite descending chains). 
We proceed by induction on <. 
Basis. There is a rewrite sequence for p -H RR q of length 0. Then p = q, 
and (P, 4) E r. 
Induction step. Let p, q E V, and suppose sO, . . . . s,, n > 0, is a shortest 
rewrite sequence of non-zero length for p -RR q. Assume that whenever 
~1, q1 E V and PI -RR q1 Y where (~~,q,)<(p,qL we have (~,,q~)~r. 
We will show that (p, q) E l7 
Case 1. For each i = 0, . . . . n - 1, si+ 1 is obtained from si by replacing a 
proper subterm of si according to RR rules l-7. Then p = p1 t3pz, q = q1 Bq, 
(eE{+,.]h where P;-RRq; via rewrite sequences at most as long as the 
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rewrite sequence for p 4+RR q, and pi (qi) is a proper subterm of p (q). 
Thus (p,, qi) < (p, q), and furthermore p,, qi E V, so by the induction 
hypothesis (p,, qi) E K It then easily follows that (p, q) E lT 
Case 2. For some i, 0 < i < n - 1, s, is rewritten into s, + , according to 
one of the RR rules 1-7 (i.e., si --H sj+, and the left-hand side of the RR 
rule used is s, and not one of its proper subterms). Let us call this set of i’s 
the index set I. There are two possibilities. 
Case 2a. For some i in I the RR rule used is of type 7. This means p is 
rewritten as 2, z = u (u = z) is in E, and u is rewritten as q. Then clearly 
(p, z)<(p, q) and since z E V, by the induction hypothesis (p, Z)E ZY 
Similarly (u, q)E f. It follows that (p, q)E r (steps 6, 7). 
Case 2b. For all i in Z, the RR rule used is one of the type l-6. We 
consider the smallest such i (let us call it min) and the largest such i (let us 
call it max). We distinguish six subcases according to which type of rule 
was used to rewrite s, as s, + , , for these special i’s in I. We then show that 
these six subcases exhaust Case 2b. 
Rule used for min is of rype 1. This means that there exists a 
term s such that p=pl+p2, P,--++~~s, s+s++s, s-HRRq. Then 
p, +RR s -++RR q via rewrite sequences shorter than the rewrite sequence 
for P-RR 6 so (p,, q) < (p, q). Also p1 E V, so by the induction 
hypothesis (p,, q) E r. It follows that (p, q) E r (step 2). 
Rule usedfor min is ?f type 2. This means that there exist terms s, s, 
such that p=p, .p2, p1 wRR s, p2 aRRs,, s.sr ++ s, s -HRRq. Then 
p, -++aR s -RR q via a rewrite sequence shorter than the rewrite sequence 
for P-RR% so (pl, q)<(p, q). Also p1 E V, so by the induction 
hypothesis (p,, q) E IY It follows that (p, q) E r (step 3). 
RuIe used for min is of type 3. Similar to previous subcase. 
Rule used for max is of type 4. This means that there exists a 
term s such that P++~~.s, S-Hs.s, s-HRRq,, q,.q?=q. Then 
P -RR s -RR 9, via rewrite sequences shorter than the rewrite sequence 
for P-RR% so (p, q,) < (p, q). Also qiE V, so by the induction hypothesis 
(p, q;) E r. It follows that (p, q) G f (step 4). 
Rule usedfor max is of type 5. This means that there exist terms s, s, 
such that P-RRS, S-S+S,r s-RRq,, S, -RRqZ, q1+q2=q. Then 
p -+ RR s -RR q, Via a rewrite sequence shorter than the rewrite sequence 
for P-RR% so (p, q,)<(p, q). Also qlE V, so by the induction 
hypothesis (p, ql) E f. It follows that (p, q) E I- (step 5). 
Rule used for max is of type 6. Similar to previous subcase. 
At this point all we have to do to complete the induction is to argue 
that: in a shortest rewrite sequence for p -RR q of the Case 2b form, it is 
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impossible to have type (4 or 5 or 6) used for min and type (1 or 2 or 3) 
used for max. Suppose that this were so; then there would be two 
consecutive indices j, k in I such that, 
p is rewritten as sj, 
s, is rewritten as s,, , using a rule (rl,) of type (4 or 5 or 6) 
s ,+ , is rewritten as sk as in Case 1 above, 
sk is rewritten as sk+ , using a rule (ylk) of type (1 or 2 or 3), 
sk is rewritten as q. 
Because of the operator symbol at the top level, we only have two 
possibilities: 
(1) rl, is of type 4 and rl, of type 2 or 3. This means 
p-~~~s++s.s, suRRr, s+RRr,, r.r, -++r++RRq (or r.r, -++ 
rl-++~~q). Then P -HRRS+RR~++RR~ (or P *RRs++RR rl -HRRcIL 
and this is a shorter rewrite sequence for p -RR q. 
(2) rIj is of type 5 or 6 and rlk is of type 1. This means 
P-RRS-S+SI (or s - s1 + s), S+RRr, '1 "RR '? r+r- 
r+RRq. Then p+RRs--HRRr--HRRqy and this is a shorter rewrite 
sequence for p -RR 4. 
Thus, in each case we derived a contradiction. This completes Case 2b and 
the proof of this lemma. l 
Lemma 4 demonstrates that ALG can be used to decide if E + e, <e, in 
polynomial time. Therefore we have shown: 
THEOREM 2. There is a pol,vnomial time algorithm for the uniform word 
problem for lattices. 
4. THE GENERATOR PROBLEM 
In this section we will use the techniques developed so far to give a 
polynomial-time algorithm for the generator problem for lattices. 
Let X be a subset of a lattice L. The sublattice generated by X is the 
smallest subset of L which contains X and is closed under the operations 
+, . of L. 
Let L be a lattice, p: % -+ L a valuation, and e, g,, . . . . g,z terms over a. 
We say that e is generated by g,, ,.., g, in L under p (notation: 
L I= p gen(e, g,, . . . . g,)) iff p(e) is in the sublattice of L generated by the set 
{p(gi): i= 1, . . . . n}. 
Let E be a set of equations and e, g,, . . . . g, be terms. We say that E 
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implies that e is generated by g,, . . . . g, (notation: E t= gen(e, g,, . . . . g,)) iff 
for every lattice L and valuation p such that L k,, E, we have 
L k p gen(e, g,, . . . . g,,). 
The generator problem for lattices is the language 
GEN = {(E, e, g,, . . . . g,): E is finite, E t= gen(e, g,, ..,, g,)] 
We will actually give a polynomial-time algorithm for a certain 
generalized version of the generator problem. We say that in a lattice L 
under valuation p a term e, reaches a term e, (via the sublattice generated 
by terms g,, . . . . g,) iff p(e,)dp <p(ez), where p is some element of the 
sublattice of L generated by the set iI( i= 1, . . . . H}. We denote this by 
L k,, e, c e,; we omit the terms g, , . . . . g,, from the notation because they 
will always be clear from the context. 
We say that a set of equations implies that e, reaches e, (notation: 
E k e, c ez) iff for every lattice L and valuation p such that L kP E, we 
have L k AL e, c e,. Clearly, E + gen(e, g, , . . . . g,) iff E b e c e. 
We will now develop a polynomial-time algorithm to test, given E, 
e,, e2, gl, . . . . g,,, whether E k e, c ez. We follow the same approach as for 
the word problem: we obtain a complete proof system for implication, and 
show that a proof of e, c e2 need only involve subterms of e,, ez, g, , . . . . g,, 
and of the terms appearing in E. 
We say that e, c e, can be proved from E (notation: E + e, c ez) if 
e, c e, can be derived using the LA rules and the following rules: 
G rules. 
1. If p<g, and g,<q for some i, then pcq; 
2. if pcs andqcs then p+qcs; 
3. if pcs or qcs then p.qcs; 
4. ifscp andscq then scp.4; 
5. if scp or scq then scp+q; 
6. ifp<p, andp,cq, andq,<qthenpcq. 
Notice that the G rules 2-5 are “isomorphic” to the LA rules 2-5. 
Let I/ be the set of subterms of e,, e2, g,, . . . . g,, and of the terms 
appearing in E. We describe an algorithm that implements the G rules on 
the terms in V. We first construct a set r of directed arcs over V, using the 
algorithm ALG of Subsection 3.2. We then proceed to mark arcs in ZY 
using the following algorithm: 
begin 
1. if (p, g,)Erand (g,,q)Erfor some i 
then mark (p, q) 
repeat until no new arcs are marked 
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2. if (p,s)Eris marked and (q,s)Eris marked and p+qE V 
then mark (p + q, s) 
3. if (p, s) E r is marked or (q, s) E r is marked, and p . q E V 
then mark (p . q, s) 
4. if (s . p) E r is marked and (s, q) E f is marked and p . q E V 
then mark (s, p. q) 
5. if (s, p) E f is marked or (s, q) E r is marked, and p + q E V 
then mark (s, p+q) 
6. if (P,P,)Erand (P,,q,)Eris marked and (q,,q)ET 
then mark (p, q) 
end 
end 
Observe that Steps l-6 in the above algorithm correspond to the G 
rules l-6. 
Claim. Let p, q E V and (p, q) E ZY If there is a term r over the symbols 
CI,, . . . . a, such that p z& t[g,, . . . . gn] sE q, then (p, q) is marked. Here 
0, 3 ..., g,,] denotes the term obtained by substituting gi for c(~ in t. 
We are going to defer the proof of this claim. Right now, we will use it to 
show that the proof system consisting of the LA rules and of the G rules is 
complete and that a proof of e, c e, using the G rules need only involve 
subterms of e,, e2, g,, . . . . g,, and of the terms in E. 
THEOREM 3. The following are equivalent: 
(a) Eke, me,. 
(b) Ek el=e2. 
(c) FL, k# e, c e2, where ,~(a) = [u.]~, c( in 42’. 
(d) e, G tlk,, -., s,l GE e2, for some term t over the symbols 
a,,..., II’ u 
(e) (e,, e2) is marked. 
Proof: (a)*(b) Straightforward induction on the number of 
applications of the G rules. 
(b) * (c) Clear, since FL, /= Ir E. 
(c)*(d) From the assumption, we have in FL, [e,],< t[[g,lE, . . . . 
[g,lE] < [e21E, for some term t. This means [e,],< [t[g,, . . . . g,]lE< 
Ce21E, i.e., el GE tCg,, . . . . g,l Gt. e,. 
(d) * (e) Follows from the claim. 
(e) =z- (a) Straightforward. 1 
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We obtain the main result of this section as a straightforward 
consequence of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. There is a pol.vnomial-time algorithm for the generator 
problem for lattices. 
We will now prove our previous claim. We use as a tool the RR rewrite 
rules from Subsection 3.2. Using Lemma 3 and Theorem 1, the claim 
follows easily from 
LEMMA 5. Let p, q E V and (p, q) E I7 Suppose there is a term t over the 
symbols cxl, . . . . ~1, such that p -++RR t[g,, . . . . g,] eRRq. Then (p,q) is 
marked. 
Proof. We use the concept of a rewrite sequence, defined as in the proof 
of Lemma 4. We define a relation < on triples of terms as follows: 
(PI2 tl? q1)4(pZj t27 42) iff PI -RR tl[Ig13 . ..) &I -RR 41, P2 *RR f2 
[gl, . . . . g,] ++RR q2, and either 
(i) the shortest IXWrite sequence for p, -RR t,[g,, . . . . g,] “RR q1 
is shorter than the shortest rewrite sequence for p2 -RR t, 
[tb -.? &I -RR 42, Or 
(ii) the above rewrite sequences have the same length, and t, is a 
proper subterm of t,. Here t, , t, are terms over ~1)) . . . . CI,. 
Clearly < is well founded. We proceed by induction on 4. We follow 
the same general plan as in the proof of Lemma 4. 
Basis. (i ) If there is a rewrite sequence for p ++ RR t [ g, , . . . . g,] -RR q 
of length 0, then p = t[gl, . . . . g,,] = q, and (p, q) is marked. 
(ii) If t is a,. i.e., p-RR g, -++RRq, then (p, g,)Ef and (g,, q)Ef, 
so ( p, q) is marked (step 1). 
Induction step. Let p, q E V, and suppose sO, . . . . s,,, n > 0, is a shortest 
rewrite sequence of non-zero length for p -RR t[g,, . . . . gn] -RR q, where 
t has the form t,&,, 0~ (+, .>. Assume that whenever p,,ql~ V and 
PI -RR t,[gl> ‘..) &I -RR 41, where (pl, t,, q,)<(p, t, q), we have that 
(p,, q,) is marked. We will show that (p, q) is marked. 
Case 1. For each i=O ,..., n- l,sl+, is obtained from s, by replacing a 
proper subterm of si according to RR rules l-7. Then p = p1 Bpz, q = q, Bq, 
(0 E ( +, }), where p, -RR t,[g,, . . . . gn] -RR qi via rewrite sequences at 
most as long as the rewrite sequence for p ++RR t [ g, , . . . . g,] -RR q. Thus 
(p,, t,, q,)< (p, t, q), and furthermore pi, qie V, so by the induction 
hypothesis (pi, qi) is marked. It then easily follows that (p, q) is marked. 
Case 2. For some i, 0 $ id n - 1, si is rewritten into s, + i according to 
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one of the RR rules 1-7 (i.e., s, -H si+ i and the left-hand side of the RR 
rule used is si and not one of its proper subterms). Let us call this set of i’s 
the index set I. There are two possibilities: 
Case 2a. For some i in I the RR rule used is of type 7. We distinguish 
two cases: 
ti) p -RR & z=u (u’z) is in E, r+++RRt[gi ?..., g,]-RRq. 
Then clearly (v, t, q) < (p, t, q) and since u E I’, by the induction hypothesis 
(u, q) is marked. Since (p, a) E f, (p, q) is marked (step 6). 
(ii) 
. 
p ++RR t[g,, . . . . g,] *RR=, Z=U (u=z) IS m E, v -tfRRq. 
Then clearly (p, t, z) < (p, f, q) and since z E V, by the induction hypothesis 
(p, z) is marked. Since (2, q) E r, (p, q) is marked (step 6). 
Case 2b. For all i in I, the RR rule used is one of the type 1-6. We 
consider the smallest such i (let us call it min) and the largest such i (let us 
call it max). We distinguish six subcases according to which type of rule 
was used to rewrite si as si+ , , for these special i’s in I. 
Rule used for min is of t.vpe 1. 
(i) There exists a term s such that p = p, + pz, p, -RR s, 
s+s-s, s -RR tCgl> -) g,l -RR 4. Then Pi -RR 
S-RR r[gl>.? &I -RRq via rewrite sequences shorter 
than the rewrite sequence for p -RR t[ g,, . . . . g,] -RR q, 
so (pi t, q) < (p, t, q). Also pin V, so by the induction 
hypothesis (p,, q) is marked. It follows that (p, q) is marked 
(step 2). 
(ii) There exists a term s such that p=p, + pz, pi -RR ti 
cg17 ...> &II - RR& s+s+s, S+RRq. Then pi-RRti 
IIg ,,...,gnl -RRS-RRq via rewrite sequences shorter 
than the rewrite sequence for p -RR t[gl, . . . . g,] -RR q, 
so (pi, ti, q) < (p, t, q). Also pie V, so by the induction 
hypothesis (p,, q) is marked. It follows that (p, q) is marked 
(step 2). 
Rule used for min if of type 2. 
(i) There exist terms s, s, such that p=pI .p2, p, -RR s, 
p2 -RRSl, S.Si + S, S *RR t[gi, . . . . g,] *RR 4. Then 
p1 -RR s -RR t[g,, . . . . g,] -RR q via a rewrite sequence 
shorter than the rewrite sequence for p -RR t 
kl> . ..t g,] -RR 4, so (P,, f ,  4) i (p, t, 4). Also ~1 E J’, so 
by the induction hypothesis (pl, q) is marked. It follows that 
(p, q) is marked (step 3). 
(ii) There exist terms s, s, such that p = p1 .pr, p, -RR t, 
cg I, ..., g,l - RRS, P2-RRf2[g,,...,gnl-RRSlr s.sl-~, 
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s -RRq. Then ~1 -RR t,Eg,, ..-, g,J -RR s uRR q via a 
rewrite sequence shorter than the rewrite sequence for 
P -RRf[gl,'.~, !.?,I -RRqr so (P,, t,, q) < (p, t, 4). Also 
p, E V, so by the induction hypothesis (p, , q) is marked. It 
follows that (p, q) is marked (step 3). 
Rule usedfor min is of type 3. Similar to previous subcase. 
Rule used ,for max is of type 4. 
(i) There exists a term s such that p uRR s, s - s .s, s -RR t, 
Cg,,-., g,,l -R~qt, 41 .q2=q. Then P ++RRs -RR ti 
kl> '..* gnl -RR k!i via rewrite sequences shorter than the 
rewrite sequence for p -RR t[g,, . . . . g,] -RR q, so 
(p, ti, qi)< (p, t, q). Also qie V, so by the induction 
hypothesis (p, qi) is marked. It follows that (p, q) is marked 
(step 4). 
(ii) There exists a term s such that p uRR t[gl , . . . . g,] -RR s, 
s - s.s, s -RR qi, 41 .q2=q. Then p -RR t[lg,, -., g,l 
-RRS -RRq, via rewrite sequences shorter than the 
rewrite sequence for p “RR t[gl? . . . . &I “RR 4, so 
(p, t, qi) < (p, t, q). Also q, E V, so by the induction 
hypothesis (p, qi) is marked. It follows that (p, q) is marked 
(step 4). 
Rule used for max is of type 5. 
(i) There exist terms s, s, such that p -RR s, s - s + s I, 
s -RR tl[g,, ...> &I -RRql, sI -RR tl[gl, ...) &I -RR 
92, ql+q2=q. Then P-RRs-RR~~[I~~~..., g,l -RR~I 
via a rewrite sequence shorter than the rewrite sequence for 
P-RR fklv'.., &I -RR93 so (P, t,, q,1< (pv t, 4). Also 
q, E I’, so by the induction hypothesis (p, q,) is marked. It 
follows that (p, q) is marked (step 5). 
(ii) There exist terms s,sl such that p-RR t[g,, . . . . g,] -RR s, 
s - s+s,, s-RRqIr s1 -RRqZ> q1 +q2=q. Then 
p - RR t [ g, , . . . . g,,] + RR s uRR q L via a rewrite sequence 
shorter than the rewrite sequence for p -RR t[gl, . . . . gn] 
-RR 9, SO (p, t, ql)<(p, t, 9). Also 91 E K ~0 by the 
induction hypothesis (p, q,) is marked. It follows that (p, q) 
is marked (step 5). 
Rule used.for max is of type 6. Similar to previous subcase. 
To complete the analysis of Case 2b, suppose that a rule of type (4 or 
5 or 6) is used for min and a rule of type (1 or 2 or 3) is used for max. Let 
sjt rlj, Sk? rlk? be defined as at the corresponding point in the proof of 
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Lemma 4. If the term t[g,, . . . . g,] appears in the rewrite sequence for 
p --w RR t[ g, , . . . . g,] +RR q before si or after sk + i , then, by arguing as in 
the proof of Lemma 4, we obtain a shorter rewrite sequence for p -+RR t 
[g 1, .*., &I -RR% so this is a contradiction. Thus, the term t[g,, . . . . g,] 
appears between sj+ , and sk. We now distinguish two cases: 
(1) rlj is of type 4 and rl, of type 2 or 3. This means 
P-RRS-S’S, s -RR rl[g13 . ..) .!?"I -RR ry s -RR t,[g,, ...) &I 
-RR rI, r.r, --H r +RRq (or r.~, --H r, -RRq). Then p -RRs -RR 
fl[gl,-~> &I -RRr-RR!? (or P -RR s -RR f2[gl, ...T &,I -RR 
rl “RR q) via a rewrite sequence shorter than the rewrite sequence for 
P -RRfkl,...> &I -RR% so (P, fly 411 (P, 69) (or (P, t2, 4) < 
(p, t, 4)). It follows by the induction hypothesis that (p, q) is marked. 
(2) rl, is of type 5 or 6 and rl, of type 1. This means 
p-RRS-S+S, (or s - Sl + s), s -RR tl(Igi9 ..., &I -RR ry 
~1 -RR tz[Ig,, ..., g,l *RR r, r+ r --t, r ++RR 4. Then P ++RR s -RR tl 
[g 1, ..., &I -RR r -RR q via a rewrite sequence shorter than the rewrite 
sequence for p -RR bl, . . . . &I "RR 4, so (p, tl, q)< (p, 6 4). It follows 
by the induction hypothesis that (p, q) is marked. 
This completes the analysis of Case 2b, and the proof of this lemma. 1 
Remark 2. Observe in the proof of Lemma 5, that step 6 was only used 
for Case 2a of the induction. Now if E = 0 then Case 2a need not be con- 
sidered, since there are no RR rules of type 7. Thus, if E = 0 we can omit 
step 6 of the marking algorithm, and we can omit rule 6 of the G rules. 
5. COMPLEXITY 
5.1. Word and Generator Problems 
In Sections 3 and 4 we presented polynomial-time algorithms for the 
uniform word problem and the generator problem for lattices. We now 
prove that these problems are polynomial-time complete. 
THEOREM 5. (a) The uniform word problem for lattices is log-space com- 
plete for P. 
(b) The generator problem for lattices is log-space complete for P. 
Proof: In both cases, we show the harness part by reduction from the 
implication problem for propositional Horn clauses (Jones and Laaser, 
1977). 
(a) Let .Y? be a set of propositional formulas of the form xi A x, * xk, 
642,77;3-3 
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where x, , x2, . . . are propositional variables, and let c be the formula 
x, A x2 * xj. We want to test if C implies 0 (notation: C k a). 
If 4 is the formula xi A x, * xk, let E) be the equation ai. a,. ak = cli. aj 
(equivalently, ai .aj< ak). Let E,= (Q: 4 in C). We claim that C k cr iff 
E, k E,. Since this transformation can be done in logarithmic space, the 
result follows from the claim. 
The “if” direction of the claim is easy: consider a lattice L of two 
elements 0, 1, with 0 + 1 = 1, 0 . 1 = 0. Given an assignment h of truth 
values to the propositional variables, define a valuation p as follows: 
p(ai) = 1 if h(xi) = true, p(ai) = 0 if h(xi) =fuZse. It is easy to see that 4 is 
true under h iff L k ~ Ed. Now if ,E is true under some assignment h, then 
L + p E,. By the assumption E, k E,, we have that L k ~ E,. Thus, (T is 
true under the assignment h. 
To prove the “only-if” direction, we first argue that, if C l= Q, then e can 
be derived from Z using the following rules: 
1. XA y=x, XA y*y. 
2. if x A y*z,, X A y=z?, Z, A Zz-Z, then x A y=z. 
3. Xi A XidXk, if x, A xi-xk is in C. 
Suppose e cannot be derived. Let T= (x,: x, A x2 3 x, can be derived}. 
Let h be the following truth assignment: 
h(xi) = true if xi~T 
h( x,) = false if xi4 T. 
We will argue that Z is true under h, but e is false under h. 
Let 4 be the formula xi A xj =j xk in C. If xi 4 T or xj +! T, then 4 is true 
under h. If xi, xj~ T, then the formulas x1 A x2 * xi, x1 A x2 * xj can both 
be derived, so by rules (2) (3) we can derive the formula x1 A x2 -xk. 
Thus xk E T, and again 4 is true under h. 
Consider now the formula cr, i.e., xr A x2 =+.x3. From rule (1) we have 
x,, x2 E T. However, since 0 cannot be derived, x3 $ T. Thus 0 is false 
under h. 
To complete the proof of the “only-if” direction, we have to argue that, if 
d can be derived, then E, l= a,. This is a straightforward induction on the 
length of the derivation of rr. 
(b) We claim that Ez + E, iff E, k gen(a, .a2.a3, a,,a,). The 
“only-if” direction is clear. To prove the “if” direction, assume that 
al.a,.a3 is generated by (a,,a,}. Then a,.a2.a3=t, where t is a term 
over a,,az. Observe that a,.a,<t, so ct1~az<a1~a2~a3<a3. It follows 
that a, .azda,. # 
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We will now examine how the complexity of the word and generator 
problems depends on the representation of the input. So far, we have been 
tacitly assuming that terms are represented as trees (cf. the definition of the 
set of terms, Section 2). More generally, terms can be represented as direc- 
ted acyclic graphs (dag’s). The dag representation can avoid repetitions of 
shared subexpressions, so it can be exponentially more succinct than the 
tree representation: see Fig. 1. 
Interestingly, the behavior of our algorithms for the word and generator 
problems is not affected by the choice of representation; that is to say, the 
algorithms run in polynomial time even under the (potentially more 
economical) dag representation. Thus, both problems are log-space com- 
plete for P, no matter how we represent terms. 
The choice of representation becomes significant, however, in the special 
case E = @. The word problem now becomes the identity problem (cf. Sec- 
tion 2). The generator problem becomes the generator problem for the free 
lattice (cf. Theorem 3: FL, for E = @ is the free lattice on 4?). We will 
show that if terms are represented as trees, then both problems can be 
solved in deterministic logarithmic space. However, if the dag representation 
is used then both problems remain log-space complete for P. 
THEOREM 6. Under the tree representation, 
(a) the identity problem for lattices is solvable in deterministic 
logarithmic space; 
(b) the generator problem for the free lattice is solvable in deter- 
ministic logarithmic space. 
Proof (a) Recall that, if E= @, then the LA rules l-5 give us a com- 
plete proof system (cf. Remark 1). Based on this, we can observe the 
following: 
1. ~<a, iff c( is identical to cl,,a,al in %‘. + . 1 + 
A 
FIG. 1. Tree and dag representations for the term [(A + A). (A + A)] + [(A + A). (A + A)]. 
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2. a<p,+q, iffcr<p,ora<q,,ain”~. 
3. p.q<a, iff pQa, or q<a,, a1 in %. 
4. p.q<pl+ql iff pdpl+ql or q6p1+q1 or p.g<p, or 
P.464,. 
5. e<p,.q, iff e<p, andedq,. 
6. p+q<e, iff pfe, andq<e,. 
In each of the above cases, the “if” direction is trivial. The “only-if” direc- 
tion follows in Case 5 because p, .q, <p, and pi .g, <ql, and in Case 6 
because p d p + q, q < p + q. In the remaining cases, the “only-if” direction 
follows from the form of the LA rules l-5. 
The above observation gives a recursive algorithm to test, given e,, e,, 
whether e, < e2. We now describe how to implement this recursion using 
only logarithmic auxiliary space. 
First, note that the results of intermediate recursive calls need not be 
stored. For example, consider Case 6: if the recursive call for p Q e, returns 
false, then we immediately return false; otherwise, we return the result of 
the recursive call for q d e,. 
We will also argue that we do not need to store the arguments of 
previous recursive calls. Thus, all we need to have in storage at any par- 
ticular point is the arguments of the recursive call which is being evaluated. 
Since these arguments are s&terms of e, , e2, we can just have two pointers 
to the appropriate places in the input, and this only takes logarithmic 
space. 
We will now describe how, given two pointers to two subterms p I, pz of 
e,, e2, respectively, we can find the next recursive call to be evaluated, 
using only logarithmic additional space. We assume that e,, e, are 
represented (in the standard way) as binary trees, so that, given a pointer 
to a node u, we can find a pointer to the father (right son, left son) of u. 
We use two auxiliary pointers P, , P,, initialized to the root of e,, e2, 
respectively. Let %‘(e,, e2) be the set of recursive calls generated from the 
call e, de,. (%Y(e,, ez) contains either two or four members, depending on 
which of cases 2-6 is the relevant one.) We will show that we can determine 
which member of V(e), e2) eventually gives rise to the call p, < pz, using 
only logarithmic additional space. If this member of %‘(e,, e2) turns out to 
be the call e,, dez,, we set the pointers P,, P, to the terms e,], e2,, respec- 
tively, and we repeat with U(e ),, e2r). Continuing in this way, we will even- 
tually find eli, e,, such that the call p, < pz is in %‘(e,;, eZi). We can then 
easily determine the next call to be evaluated. 
Finally note that, to determine which member of %‘(e,, e2) eventually 
gives rise to the call pi < pz, we only need to know whether p, ( p2) is in 
the left or in the right subtree of e, (ez). This can be found by walking the 
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tree representing e, in a depth-first fashion, until we encounter p,. This 
walk can be done using only logarithmic additional space, because all we 
need to remember is the node u which is currently visited and the node z 
which was visited immediately before II: if z is the father of u, we next visit 
the left son of V; if z is the left son of U, we next visit the right son of v; if z 
is the right son of u, we next visit the father of u. 
(b) Recall that, if E = 0, then the G rules l-5 give us a complete 
proof system (cf. Remark 2). Now observe that the form of the G rules 2-5 
is exactly analogous to the form of the LA rules 2-5. Thus, we can set up a 
recursive algorithm in the same way as before. The only difference is that, 
to determine if p c q, we first check, for each g,, whether p 6 g, and gi < q 
(using the algorithm of part a); if not, we proceed to execute the recursive 
calls. 1 
THEOREM 7. Under the dag representation, 
(a) the identity problem for lattices is log-space complete for P; 
(b) the generator problem for the free lattice is log-space complete 
for P. 
Proof In both cases, we show the hardness part by reduction from the 
monotone circuit value problem (Goldschlager, 1977). 
(a) Let $Z be a monotone circuit. %? has inputs 0, 1 and gates v, A. 
We want to test if the output of V is 0. From V we construct a term t, by 
replacing O-inputs by ~1, l-inputs by tl + /?, v -gates by +, A -gates by . . It 
is easy to see that if V outputs 0 then t= tw= a, and if %? outputs 1 then 
t= t, = a + p. 
(b) Clearly, k t,=a iff + gen(t,, 01). 1 
5.2. Open Sentences 
An open sentence is a formula constructed from equations and 
inequalities, using the standard Boolean operations v , A, -I, +. 
The notion of satisfaction of an open sentence 4 by a lattice L under a 
valuation p : % -t L (notation: L k Ic +), is the obvious generalization of the 
corresponding notion for equations and inequalities. The same holds for 
(finite) implication and (finite) validity: an open sentence 4 is (finitely) 
valid iff for every (finite) lattice L and valuation p : @ + L, we have L /= ~ 4. 
The validity problem for open sentences is the language 
OPEN = (4 : 4 is a valid open sentence ). 
The finite ualidity problem for open sentences is the language 
OPEN,, = (4: $ is a finitely valid open sentence}. 
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Observe that the uniform word problem for lattices is a special case of 
OPEN: if E is a set of equations, we have E )= e, = e2 iff + @se, = e,, 
where @ is the conjunction of the equations in E. 
It can be shown that OPEN = OPEN,, (McKinsey, 1943) so they are 
both decidable. In fact, the proof shows that non-valid open sentences have 
finite counterexamples of at most exponential size, so it leads to a nondeter- 
ministic exponential time algorithm. 
In this subsection we investigate the precise complexity of OPEN. We 
first analyze an interesting subcase. An open sentence is positive iff the only 
Boolean operations it contains are v , A. 
LEMMA 6. Let E be a set of equations and +4 a positive open sentence. The 
following are equivalent : 
(a) E’F 4. 
(b) FL, kfi$, where u(a)= [aJE, a in 4Y. 
Proof The direction (a) = (b) is clear, since FL, + ~ E. To prove 
(b)* (a), let L be a lattice and v: uz! + L, a valuation such that L k V E. 
We will show that L + y 4. 
Let f be a function from the set { [a] E: a in @ } to L, where 
f( [lolIE) = v(a). Since L k y E, f can be extended to a homomorphism 
h: FL, --* L (this is a standard consequence of Theorem 1). Now since 
FL, k=, 4 and C$ is positive, one can show that L l=,,, ~ 4 (this is a straight- 
forward induction on the structure of 4). But h 0 p = v, so L /= y 4. 1 
The above lemma leads to generalizations of Theorem 2 and 6a. 
COROLLARY 1. There is a polynomial-time algorithm to test if E )= 4, 
where E, I$ are as in Lemma 6. 
Proof. Consider each equation E in 4 as a propositional variable. Set E 
to true if E k E, and to false otherwise. By Lemma 6, E + 4 iff this 
assignment makes 4 true. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Under the tree representation, the validity problem for 
positive sentences is solvable in deterministic logarithmic space. 
Proof: As in Corollary 1. Use Theorem 6a and the fact that Boolean 
trees can be evaluated in deterministic logarithmic space. 1 
We now characterize the complexity of OPEN. 
THEOREM 8. The validity problem for open sentences is log-space com- 
plete for co-NP. 
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Proof: We first show membership in co-NP, by showing that testing 
whether an open sentence 4 is not valid is in NP. We assume without loss 
of generality that 4 is a Boolean combination of equations. 
Consider the conjunctioe normal form (CNF) of 4: this is an open 
sentence C, A ... A C,, where each C; is of the form 1 E, v . . v 
1 Ek V Ek+, V ... v E,, and each Ed is an equation appearing in 4. Now 4 is 
not valid iff some C; is not valid. Our nondeterministic algorithm begins by 
guessing such a Ci, say Ci is i E, v . . v i Ed v Ed + , v . . . v E,. To 
verify that Ci is indeed a clause of the CNF of 4, we consider each equation 
of 4 as a propositional variable; set ci to true for i= 1, . . . . k, and to fake for 
i= k + 1, . . . . n, and verify that this makes (6 false. 
But now observe that C, is valid iff E /= Ed+ 1 v . . . v E,, where E= {Ed: 
i= 1 , . . . . k}. By Corollary 1, this can be tested in polynomial time. 
The hardness part is proved by a reduction from the unsatisfiability 
problem for Boolean formulas in 3-CNF (Garey and Johnson, 1979). Let D 
be a Boolean formula C, A . . A C,,,, where each Ci is a clause of the form 
I, v I, v I,, each 1, being either xk or i x~, where xk is a variable. 
From 0 construct an open sentence dd as follows: The symbols of 4, are 
0, 1, and two symbols vi, wi for each variable xi of 0, i= 1, . . . . n. The open 
sentence 4, is (0 + 1 = 1 A 0.1 = 0 A $I A . . A $n) * p1 . . . . . p, = 0, 
where tii is (vi=0 A wi= 1) v (vi= 1 A w,=O), i= 1, . . . . m. The term pi is 
obtained from the clause Cj as follows: if Cj is, say, x, v 1 x2 v xX, then 
pi is u, + w2 + u3. It is not difficult to argue that 4, is valid iff (T is not 
satisfiable. The details are left to the reader. 1 
6. DISCUSSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
There is a noteworthy parallel between our work and Kozen’s work on 
finitely presented algebras (Kozen, 1977). In both cases, it turns out that 
there are proof systems (for the word and generator problems) which can 
be restricted to terms occuring in the given instance. It would be interesting 
to explain this coincidence; this might also point to other cases of word or 
generator problems that can be solved in polynomial time. 
We now describe some interesting open problems: 
1. The validity problem for first-order sentences. This is the obvious 
generalization of OPEN to sentences with arbitrary quantification allowed. 
In general, the problem is undecidable (Tarski, 1949; Grzegorczyk, 1951; 
Freese, 1980). These proofs, however, make use of sentences with negation. 
It would be interesting to investigate the validity problem for positioe first- 
order sentences, i.e., with A, v as the only Boolean connectives. We 
conjecture that this is decidable. An interesting subcase is the unification 
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problem (Huet and Oppen, 1980): this corresponds to sentences of the 
form 3~1~ . ..3cr..e, =e2. 
2. First-order theory offinitely presented lattices. Let E be a finite set 
of equations. The finitely presented lattice FL(E) is defined in exactly the 
same way as FL,, the only difference being that we start from W(U), 
where U is the set of symbols appearing in E (cf. Kozen, 1977). If 4 is a 
given positive first-order sentence, we want to test if FL(E) satisfies 4. This 
is easily seen to be PSPACE-hard. We conjecture that it is decidable. 
Another question is what happens when 4 is allowed to contain negation. 
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